Write a sentence about the superhero Laser Vision Man that contains a modal verb and a fronted adverbial. Underline them.

Rewrite the sentences and add in the relative pronouns and punctuation that is missing.

Class 12 went to a museum had an Ancient Egyptian exhibition.

Joe was one of the tour guides showed us around.

Do these root words need im- or in- prefixes to make a word with the opposite meaning?

_____ capable
_____ proper

Do these phrases need ‘a’ or ‘an’ as a determiner in front of them?

_____ unlucky number
_____ pale colour
_____ honest man

Can you change these adjectives into adverbs?

considerable – __________

incredible – __________

Mr Whoops has made THREE clumsy spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can you underline them and correct them?

There was a sudden shrieking noise at the cemetery and Josh’s stomach dropped to the floor. Just a second later, the temperature dropped.

Rewrite the sentences and add in the relative pronouns and punctuation that is missing.

Class 12 went to a museum had an Ancient Egyptian exhibition.

Joe was one of the tour guides showed us around.
Write a sentence about the superhero Laser Vision Man that contains a modal verb and a fronted adverbial. Underline them.

Accept any accurately-punctuated sentence with an underlined modal verb and fronted adverbial, e.g. With barely any effort, Laser Vision Man could burn through steel using just his powerful eyes.

Rewrite the sentences and add in the relative pronouns and punctuation that is missing.

Class 12 went to a museum had an Ancient Egyptian exhibition. 

Class 12 went to a museum that had an Ancient Egyptian exhibition.

Joe was one of the tour guides showed us around.

Joe, who was one of the tour guides, showed us around.

Do these root words need im- or in- prefixes to make a word with the opposite meaning?

in capable

im proper

Mr Whoops has made THREE clumsy spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can you underline them and correct them?

There was a sudden shrieking noise at the cemetery and Josh’s stomach dropped to the floor. Just a second later, the temperature dropped.

cemetery

stomach

temperature

Do these phrases need ‘a’ or ‘an’ as a determiner in front of them?

an unlucky number

a pale colour

an honest man

Can you change these adjectives into adverbs?

considerable – considerably

incredible – incredibly